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Welcome to our catalog of fine and curious objects. Our selection features a particular 
focus on naturalia, emphasizing the beautiful details of our natural world. However, it is 
not without a twist of sumptuous color, texture, material and foremost: the avant-garde. 
 
All prices available upon request.  
 
Our ‘by appointment’ gallery is located 50 minutes outside Washington DC, USA.   

Old World Wonders celebrates the beauty of the past, specializing in fine European 
Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque antiques for an international clientele. We believe old 
art is alive, tells a story, and can enhance lifestyle with the knowledge of owning something 
truly distinct and appreciable. We serve discriminating collectors and enhance living spaces 
with fascinating and exceptional objects-of-art.
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VINTAGE TAXIDERMIED TURTLE SHELL 
Approx. size: 12” 
Distressed, yet handsome turtle shell, preserved and lacquered.

VINTAGE TAXIDERMIED BOB WHITE QUAIL 
Approx. size: 19”
A lovely, discreet, preserved quail mounted on a natural wooden 
base. Superb condition. 

NATURAL TEAKWOOD FRAGMENT
Approx. size: 10”

NOTE: we do not support maiming living creatures for sake of display.  
Our taxidermy is antique, sourced legally and appreciated for its 
inherent beauty.



19th-20th CENTURY ANTIQUE ITALIAN VITRINE 
WITH RED CORAL FRAGMENT 
Approx. size: 9.5” (h) x 7” (w) 
A fine addition to a curio or for use in general home decor. 

19th CENTURY ANTIQUE ITALIAN VITRINE  
WITH VASE & RED CORAL 
Approx. size: 11” (h) x 8” (w)
Condition commensurate with age.  Chips and losses to 
base, cracked hand-blown glass, nominally repaired, though 
cultivating a truly antique aura that adequately befits a scientific, 
naturalia cabinet-of-curiosities.



19th CENTURY VIENNESE SILVER ENCASED  
TAXIDERMIED TALON CIGAR CUTTER 
Approx. size: 10” (w) 
An outstanding and rare taxidermied eagle talon wrapped in 
a silver acanthus leaf casing. Very few examples are known, all 
likely produced in the same workshop. Confirming of its age, 
one example is known bearing a hallmark datable from 1872-
1922 and another was formerly in the collection of a German 
WWII officer (inscribed with his initials of ownership during 
the 1940s). 

19th CENTURY SILVERED BRONZE OIL LAMP IN 
THE RENAISSANCE STYLE WITH A FRAGMENT OF 
MEDITERRANEAN RED CORAL 
Approx. size (inclusive of coral): 7.5” (h) x 5” (w)
This impressive Renaissance style oil lamp is of the type 
inspired by even earlier Roman lamps of the Classical era. 
Depicting a grotesque, its design follows types similar to the 
Paduan Renaissance bronze master Andrea Riccio (1470-
1532).  It also recalls the manner of Cornelis Floris  
(1514-75) who imported many grotesque-themes and subjects 
into Northern territories.  The style and subject of this oil 
lamp closely resembles a period example at the Victoria & 
Albert Museum (Inv. 7432-1861). Included with this lamp 
is an extravagant specimen of authentic red coral, nested 
perfectly atop the head of the grotesque.  The cap of the 
grotesque is removable and accompanies the sculpture. 

A RARE 16th CENTURY LEAD PLAQUETTE 
DEPICTING A BACCHANAL 
Probably Augsburg, Germany; Late 16th century 
Approx. size: 103.4 mm
The handling of the design on this charming plaquette is 
expert and features a fine attention to detail. The unique 
hatched treatment of the basket upon which the main 
protaganist sits is observed on a larger roundel commonly 
attributed to the same hand. Confirming the relationship 
between this plaquette and the larger roundel is a hitherto 
undiscussed sketch of a Bacchic Scene at the Pinacoteca Brera 
in Milan which includes elements featured on both reliefs.  
The circular form of the sketch suggests it is either a design or 
copy after what was probably a goldsmith’s model. Examples 
of this plaquette were once in the early 20th century Cahn 
and Molthein collections. An example is in the Bayerisches 
Nationalmuseum and one further example is possibly found 
in the British Museum.



A PAIR OF 19th CENTURY HAND-CARVED, GILT 
WOOD SCULPTURES OF SAINTS FIXED WITH 
MOUNTED MEDITERRANEAN RED CORAL 
Approx. size: 11-12” (h) x 4” (w) 
A wonderful pair of saints Inspired by the gilt silver and coral 
sculptures of the mid-16th century (for example, Wenzel 
Jamnitzer’s Daphne at the Renaissance Museum in Ecouen). 
Each mounted to faux marble wooden sockles. 

19th CENTURY ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENT OF 
A LION-GROTESQUE WITH INTEGRAL MOUNTED 
ANTIQUE RED CORALS 
Approx. size: 8.25” (h) x 3” (w)
A fantastic wood fragment of a double-lion’s head, facing left-
and-right (akin to busts of Janus), mounted to a sockle and 
adorned with fixed antique mediterranean red corals.



A COLLECTION OF FREE-STANDING & 
MOUNTED 19th-20th CENTURY  
WHITE CORALS 
Various sizes 
An outstanding group of white corals, mostly 
antique.  One mounted to a polished wood sockle, 
another to a trim-and-fringe lined base, and another 
fixed in an old wood-and-glass display box. An 
incredible addition to a fine cabinet-of-curiosities.
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